Challenge

array  fraction  magnet  rectangular prism
broom  friction  moon  symmetry
ca ctus  gravity  moon phase  teaspoon
edo ge  hammer  mountain  width
energy  heat  orbit
face  length  planet
force  lighthouse  raspberry

First Grade Photo Cards
Activity Guide

Expand classroom vocabulary with this handy card set, which includes keywords from the following subjects: math, language, science, and general vocabulary. It also includes 25 challenge words from various subjects to help prepare your students for second grade.

Cards are color-coded and divided by tabs for easy use and organization. The front side of each card features a real-life photo with the word. The back side includes a simple definition and the word in a sentence underneath the image.
The perfect addition to any classroom, these cards can be used in a variety of ways:
- Test your students with a quick flashcard activity
- Make an engaging word wall
- Support your daily lessons
- Use the cards in a pocket chart for endless activities

Vocabulary List

Math
- balance
- bar graph
- circle
- clock
- corner
- cube
- cylinder
- day
- difference
- digit
- estimate
- even number
- foot
- inch
- minus
- month
- number line
- number
- sentence
- odd number
- pattern
- plus
- pyramid
- rectangle
- ruler
- second
- side
- sort
- square
- triangle
- week

Science
- cloud
- condensation
- consumer
- erosion
- evaporation
- food chain
- food web
- fossil
- gas
- liquid
- mass
- matter
- natural resource
- pollution
- precipitation
- predator
- prey
- producer
- seasons
- solar system
- solid
- temperature
- thermometer
- water cycle
- weather

General
- album
- apartment
- balloon
- basketball
- breakfast
- bridge
- cabin
- campfire
- caterpillar
- classroom
- clothes
- computer
- crocodile
- deck
- dinner
- doctor
- dolphin
- doorbell
- eagle
- exercise
- fence
- finger
- freckles
- friend
- guitar
- hamster
- homework
- jeans
- judge
- kangaroo
- keyboard
- kitchen
- lizard
- lunch
- newspaper
- office
- palace
- parrot
- skateboard
- suitcases
- ticket
- window
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